CHAPTER X
FRANCE IN THE SECOND  HALF  OF THE
ELEVENTH CENTURY
Hi effects it I ^HE monarchy in France had been temporarily re-
of Henry l^s I invigorated by the transference of kingship from the
-«r~,4.,r ™+ j^ Carolingians to the Capetians, but it had soon begun
to show signs of renewed weakness. Lacking sufficient
domain to be able to enforce obedience, the kings had had to
depend on the consent of their vassals and on the support
of some of them; it was the loyal assistance of the dukes
of Normandy that had made them seem stronger than they
really were. When Henry I renounced the alliance with
Normandy, and united with the turbulent and entirely self-
seeking counts of Anjou to attack that duchy, he may have
hoped to improve his own position by playing off these two
powerful vassals against one another; but in fact he lost
one of the chief buttresses of his throne and gained nothing
to replace it. In company with Geoffrey Martel of Anjou
he twice invaded the duchy of Normandy, in 1054 and 1058,
and on both occasions was decisively defeated. The per-
manent hostility of Normandy was as damaging to the
French king as its former friendship had been beneficial.
And then, in 1066, when the duke of Normandy became
king of England, he was a still more dangerous enemy. From
this time the destinies of England and France, usually at
enmity with each other, become inextricably linked.
Philip I	The alienation of Normandy was one cause for the weak-
(1060-iios) negs o;f the j^^ monarchy in the second half of the eleventh
century. Another lay in the personality of the ruler. For
48 years, from 1060 to 1108, Philip I, the son of Henry I,
was king of France, so that his reign coincides almost exactly
with that of Henry IV of Germany. Otherwise there is little
except of superficial resemblance between them. Compared
with the tragic drama, the swift reversals of fortune, the
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